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Abstrat
We investigate the vauum struture of pure SU(N) N = 1 super
Yang-Mills. The theory is expeted to possessN vaua with assoiated
domain walls. We show that the newly extended version of the low
energy eetive Lagrangian for super Yang-Mills supports the BPS
domain wall solutions assoiated with any two vaua aligned with the
origin of the moduli spae. For the two olor theory the domain wall
analysis is omplete. We also nd new non BPS domain wall solutions
onneting any two vaua of the underling SU(N) super Yang-Mills
theory not neessarely aligned. When two vaua are aligned with the
origin of the moduli spae these solutions are the BPS ones. We also
disuss the generi BPS domain wall solutions onneting any two
vaua within the extended Veneziano-Yankielowiz theory.
1 Introdution
Understanding strong dynamis is a hallenging and fasinating problem.
Any progress in this area is likely to aet our understanding of Nature. Su-
persymmetri gauge theories are easier to understand than nonsupersymmet-
ri ones and hene provide a natural laboratory for theoretial explorations.
Atually, the higher is the supersymmetry involved, the more tratable the
problem beomes.
However, despite the enormous understanding gained on nonperturbative
aspets of supersymmetri gauge dynamis [1℄, some puzzles remain unsolved.
For example, sine pure N = 1 SU(N) super Yang-Mills (SYM) is known
to possess N independent vaua, BPS domain wall solutions are expeted to
exist [2℄. Nonetheless, a proper domain wall desription is still laking.
Disappointingly, even the low energy eetive theory whih was on-
struted long ago by Veneziano and Yankielowiz (VY) [3℄ does not support
them [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9℄
1
.
Perhaps alternative desriptions of N = 1 SU(N) SYM via string theory
or its low energy limit (i.e. supergravity) may help shedding light on this
subjet. In reent years there has been muh work in this area. For example,
some nie results on the domain walls were obtained in [10℄, from the point
of view of the three dimensional gauge theory living on them. We also reall
that there are interesting desriptions of pure N = 1 SU(N) SYM whih are
the gravitational duals found in [11, 12, 13℄ and further investigated in [14℄.
However, despite some qualitative as well as quantitative results found, not
even within this framework a satisfatory desription of the domain walls has
been obtained.
In this paper we will investigate the domain walls issue within the eetive
Lagrangian approah, leaving the study of the string theory onnetion for a
future publiation. A number of interesting models have been suggested in
the literature [15, 16℄ to address some of the problems related to the SYM
domain wall solutions at the eetive Lagrangian level. A ommon feature
of all of these models is that new elds are needed to have a reasonable
desription of the domain wall solutions.
In fat, the situation is even less satisfatory. Consider the ase N = 2;
1
Another puzzling feature emerges when investigating these objets in the large N limit
of the underlying gauge theory. In this regime one may naturally expet their tension to
sale as N2, while it an be easily shown that it sales as N . This fat led to argue that
they should be better viewed as D-brane like objets [8℄.
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here not only the VY eetive Lagrangian does not support a domain wall
solution onneting the two vaua of the theory, but it atually displays
domain wall solutions onneting the vaua with nonzero gluino ondensate
to the spurious vauum [4, 5, 7, 9℄ with vanishing gluino ondensate, i.e. the
hirally symmetri one. This partiular type of solution is expeted to persist
also at larger N [9℄.
Here we investigate the issue of domain walls using a reently extended
version of the VY theory
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[17℄. We show that it is possible to nd, at the
eetive Lagrangian level, domain wall solutions between the two vaua of
N = 2. The extended VY theory has a number of amusing properties in-
vestigated in detail in [17, 20℄. It ontains a new hiral supereld with the
same quantum numbers of salar glueballs and its superpotential an be on-
strained using a number of onsisteny requirements. We will see that the
introdution of this eld is neessary for providing domain wall solutions be-
tween the two distint vaua of the theory orresponding to nonvanishing
gluino ondensates.
Another interesting point is that the requirement of the domain wall
solutions being BPS will provide new insights on the otherwise ompletely
unknown Kähler of the theory.
We also nd new non BPS domain wall solutions onneting any two
vaua of SU(N) super Yang-Mills theory. Interestingly when two vaua are
aligned with the origin of the moduli spae these solutions are the BPS ones.
We also disuss the generi BPS domain wall solutions onneting any two
vaua within the extended Veneziano-Yankielowiz theory.
The paper is strutured as follows: In the next setion we will disuss
the N = 1 domain walls in SYM. We then introdue the VY theory and
summarize the assoiated domain wall problem disussed already in the lit-
erature. In setion three we desribe the extended VY eetive theory and
show how to reover the domain walls. We also introdue new solutions
desribing non-BPS domain walls assoiated to any two vaua of a generi
SU(N) SYM theory. In setion four we analyze the issue of domain walls
when two elds are present. We also disuss the problem of the BPS domain
wall solutions onneting vaua not aligned with the origin in setion ve
and show that there is a possible intriguing relation with the domain wall
2
Some earlier attempts to generalize the VY theory to ontain new degrees of freedom
were onsidered in the literature using a three form supermultiplet[18, 19℄. The relation
with the extended VY theory used here has been disussed in [17℄.
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solutions for supersymmetri QCD. Conlusions are presented in the last se-
tion. Two appendies are provided. In appendix A, for reader's onveniene,
we summarize the BPS onditions for domain walls for a generi nonlinear
supersymmetri sigma model. We investigate, in appendix B, the eets on
the domain wall solutions when a dierent Kähler is used.
2 Brief Review of the Domain Walls in SYM
and the VY Theory
In N = 1 SYM there are N distint vaua labelled by the value of the gluino
ondensate whih, in our normalization, reads 〈Trλλ〉 ∝ NΛ3 exp(2πik/N).
Topologially stable domain walls interpolating between dierent vaua are
expeted. Their tension [2℄ should be
E = N
8π2
|〈Trλ2〉∞ − 〈Trλ2〉−∞| , (1)
where the subsript ±∞ marks the values of the gluino ondensate at z →
±∞. These domain walls are BPS saturated ongurations whih preserve
1/2 of the original supersymmetry [2℄.
Expliitly, the domain wall tension has the following N dependene
N2 sin
πk
N
, (2)
where 2πk/N is the phase dierene between two generi vaua.
When k is xed and N beomes large the tension is O(N). However,
when k sales with N the tension beomes O(N2) and the assoiated domain
walls should be desribed as solitonlike solutions in an eetive theory [8℄.
On the other hand, Witten argued that a more suitable interpretation of the
domain walls whose tension sales like N ould be in terms of D-branes-like
objets [8℄.
We now review the present status of the domain wall solution for pure
SYM via the VY theory, whih onisely summarizes the symmetry of the
underlying theory in terms of the omposite hiral supereld S
S =
3
32π2N
TrW 2 , (3)
3
where Wα is the supersymmetri eld strength. When interpreting S as an
elementary eld it desribes a gluinoball and its assoiated fermioni partner.
The Kähler potential and the superpotential are respetively [3℄
K(S, S¯) = 9N
2
α
(SS¯)
1
3 , WV Y [S] =
2N
3
S log(0)
(
S
eΛ3
)N
, (4)
where α is a dimensionless real parameter and we restrited ourselves to the
rst branh of the logarithm. One determines the N vaua S = Λ3e
2kpii
N
of
the theory labelled by k = 0, . . . N − 1 by extremizing the superpotential,
namely
∂WV Y
∂S
= 0 . (5)
To investigate the domain wall solutions it is suient to study the bosoni
Lagrangian of the theory
LV Y = −N
2
α
(ϕϕ¯)−
2
3∂µϕ∂
µϕ¯+
4
9
α(ϕϕ¯)
2
3
∣∣∣log(0) (ϕ)N ∣∣∣2 , (6)
having written S = ϕ+
√
2θψ+θ2F and from now on we will set Λ = 1 to ease
the notation. We note that although the superpotential (4) is disontinuous
on the rays S ∝ e (2k+1)piiN , the potential
∣∣∣log(0) ( ϕΛ3)N ∣∣∣2 is ontinuous at ϕ ∝
e
(2k+1)pii
N
(while its derivative is not).
It was notied in [4℄ that the eetive theory has a vanishing potential
not only for the vaua ϕ = e
2kpii
N
but also for the value ϕ = 0. There are,
however, theoretial arguments whih do not support the existene of suh
a vauum state [21℄. Besides, one should notie that sine the kineti term
is divergent for ϕ→ 0, one is not really allowed to onsider suh a vauum3.
Setting aside the problems assoiated with the extra vauum at the origin of
the moduli spae, one an still look for domain wall solutions in this theory.
3
One may argue that by renaming the eld ϕ with ϕ3 the kineti term beomes a
anonially normalized term while the potential still has a zero at the origin. In this ase
we expet, due to Haag's theorem, the eld redenition to provide the same physis in a
given vauum. However the global struture of the minima hanges dramatially with the
eld redenition and speial attention must be paid. This is true espeially at the origin
of the eld spae sine with the original eld denition the kineti term is singular.
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As explained in appendix A, we an write for the ase at hand the following
linear dierential equation
dϕ¯
dz
= eiβ
2α
3N
(ϕϕ¯)
2
3 log(0) ϕ
N , (7)
where β is an arbitrary phase.
If we onsider the ase N = 2, it is then possible to nd real solutions
for ϕ interpolating between one of the vaua at ϕ = ±1 and the spurious
one at ϕ = 0 [5℄. This is learly a strange situation in whih we expet the
origin not to be a true vauum while the BPS domain wall solutions are well-
dened only between the true vaua and the origin and no solution exists
interpolating between ϕ = ±1 [5, 7, 9, 22℄. We now show that suh solutions
an be found when using the extended VY theory [17℄.
3 Extended VY Theory versus Domain Walls
In the previous setion we reviewed the failure of the simple VY eetive
Lagrangian to desribe the expeted domain solutions. To overome these
diulties, also guided by previous insights [9℄, it is natural to think that
new degrees of freedom are needed. Indeed, even before onsidering the
domain wall solutions, it was shown that the introdution of new states with
zero R harge in the VY theory is important. For example these states are
relevant when breaking supersymmetry by adding a gluino mass term [17℄.
This is so sine the basi degrees of freedom of the pure Yang-Mills theory are
glueballs. Further support for the relevane of suh glueball states in SYM
omes from lattie simulations [23℄. This state is enoded in a new hiral
supereld χ with the proper quantum numbers. Moreover it was possible
to motivate a spei form for the extended VY superpotential whih has
a number of amusing properties. The introdution of a new eld has also
a natural ounterpart in the geometri approah to the eetive Lagrangian
theory proposed by Dijkgraaf and Vafa [24℄.
In [17℄ the fous was on the properties of the theory depending solely on
the superpotential, whih reads
W [S, χ] =
2N2
3
S
[
log(0) S − 1− log
(
−e χ
N
log(0) χ
N
)]
, (8)
where S is the gaugino bilinear supereld dened after (6) and χ desribes
the R = 0 glueball type degrees of freedom (χ = ϕχ +
√
2θψχ + θ
2Fχ).
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For illustration, in gure 1 we plot the superpotential of the theory in the
N = 2 ase. There are two extrema (the points where the rst derivative of
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Figure 1: Superpotential of the extended VY theory for the ase N = 2.
the superpotential vanishes), i.e. (S = 1, χ = 1/e) and (S = −1, χ = −1/e).
Note that before taking into aount the Kähler we have no extremum at
the origin of the moduli. Here we do not distinguish, labelwise, between the
hiral superelds and their bosoni omponents.
A Kähler potential is, in general, needed to investigate dynamial prop-
erties as done in [20℄. VY suggested the simplest Kähler for S whih does
not upset the saturation of the quantum anomalies, i.e. (SS¯)1/3. However,
due to the presene of the new eld one an modify the VY Kähler in order
to provide a kineti term also for χ as follows
K(S, S¯, χ, χ¯) =
9N2
α
(SS¯)1/3h(χ, χ¯) , (9)
where h(χ, χ¯) is a generi real positive denite funtion of χ and χ¯. We stress
that sine χ is a dimensionless eld and in order not to upset the saturation
of the quantum anomalies, at the eetive Lagrangian level, the generi form
of the new Kähler for S and χ is the one presented above. The assoiated
Kähler metri is
gi¯ =
[
g−1i¯
]T
, with gi¯ =
∂2K
∂ϕi∂ϕ¯¯
, (10)
and ϕ1 = ϕ while ϕ2 = ϕχ. The potential is then
V [ϕ , ϕχ] =
∂W
∂ϕi
gi¯
∂W
∂ϕ¯¯
. (11)
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Note also that sine eliminating χ via its equation of motion at the su-
perpotential level
∂W [S, χ]
∂χ
= 0 , (12)
yields
χ = e
2i pik
N e−1 , (13)
we both reover the eetive Lagrangian of the VY with an opportunely
redened α and in a very natural way the orretions advoated by Kovner
and Shifman [4℄ emerge. It is now natural to try to use the extended VY
theory to overome some of the problems related to the domain wall solutions
of the VY theory.
3.1 Domain Walls in the Extended VY
Before showing the omplete solution for two elds, it is instrutive to dis-
play the domain wall solution for χ after having integrated out S via its
equation of motion. This will be helpful in building up our intuition on the
more general and ompliated solution featuring the two elds. If any do-
main wall solution is found we simply reonstrut the domain wall for S via
its funtional dependene on χ. We will see that, while there are relevant
orretions when solving for the omplete two eld theory, the basi piture
remains unhanged. When integrating out χ via its equation of motion we
return to the VY theory improved a lá Kovner and Shifman [4℄, for whih no
solution interpolating between the desired vaua is found.
We will start from a general Kähler for χ and require a funtional form
whih is ompatible with the presene of BPS saturated domain wall solu-
tions. It is really the freedom in hoosing the Kähler for χ whih allows us
to nd the desired domain wall solutions. There is no analog of this in the
ase of the simple VY theory, where instead the Kähler is onstrained for
dimensional reasons.
The equation of motion for S reads
∂W [S, χ]
∂S
= 0 , (14)
yielding
S = − e
N
χ log(0) χ
N , (15)
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whih at the bosoni level an be used to relate the domain wall solution for
ϕχ to ϕ. The eetive theory for χ is then
L =
∫
d2θd2θ¯ g(χ, χ¯) +
2N
3
e
∫
d2θ χ log(0) χ
N + c.c. , (16)
where g(χ, χ¯) is obtained from (9) via the substitution (15)
g(χ, χ¯) =
9N2
α
(S(χ)S¯(χ¯))
1
3h(χ, χ¯) . (17)
Integrating out S in this way, stritly speaking, is valid only in the limit in
whih S is muh heavier than χ. Reently it has been demonstrated that
this is not the ase [20℄, so this setion must be onsidered only as a simple
warm-up exerise whih will help us understand the more general result we
will obtain in the following setion.
Having derived the Lagrangian for the eetive theory, we an now write
the BPS domain wall dierential equation speializing (49) in the appendix
A to the ase of a single eld
dϕχ
dz
= e−iβgχχ¯∂χ¯W , (18)
where the metri an be read from (10) and it is understood that derivatives
and Kähler metri indies are evaluated on the bosoni setor of the theory.
Here β is a generi phase. Using equation (16) we know that:
∂χ¯W =
2N
3
e
(
log(0) ϕ¯
N
χ +N
)
. (19)
Problems arise sine S ∝ χ logχ and, in general, the Kähler leads to very
singular kineti terms at the origin of the moduli spae. These problems an
be irumvented if one suitably hooses the funtion h(χ, χ¯) so as to satisfy
a number of onstraints whih will be explained in muh more detail in the
next setion. For illustration it is suient to devie h suh that one has the
anonial Kähler for χ, i.e. χχ†/ρ, with ρ a real parameter. We then have
the following rst order dierential equation:
dϕχ
dz
= e−iβρ
2N
3
e
(
log(0) ϕ¯
N
χ +N
)
. (20)
This amounts to two independent dierential equations, one for the modulus
and the other for the phase of ϕχ. After dening
ϕχ = η e
iδ , (21)
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they read
dη
dz
= ρ
2N
3
e
[
cos(β + δ)(log ηN +N)− sin(β + δ)(Nδ)(0)
]
(22)
η
dδ
dz
= ρ
2N
3
e
[− sin(β + δ)(log ηN +N)− cos(β + δ)(Nδ)(0)] , (23)
where
(Nδ)(0) = δN − 2kπ , if − π + 2kπ < δN < π + 2kπ . (24)
Consider the ase N = 2. The domain wall solution we would like to nd
must onnet the two vaua at χ = ±1/e. We an look for a solution passing
through the origin of the moduli spae. In this ase we have that the phase
of ϕχ is π for z ∈ ]−∞, 0] and is 0 for z ∈ ]0,∞[. We split the equations in
two parts, aording to the range of the oordinate z. For z ∈ ] −∞, 0] we
have:
dη
dz
= ρ
4
3
e(log η2 + 2) , (25)
having set β = π, whereas
dη
dz
= −ρ4
3
e(log η2 + 2) , (26)
for z ∈ ]0,∞[. It is easy to solve this dierential equation. Clearly, in the
former the modulus dereases from 1/e to zero while in the latter it inreases
from 0 to 1/e. In gure 2 we portray the potential for the ase N = 2 and the
solution for the lassial onguration. Sine the superpotential is ontinuous
at the origin and we used a simple Kähler, the standard BPS formula (50)
for the tension applies yielding:
E = 2|W+∞ −W−∞| = 32
3
. (27)
Here W±∞ is the superpotential of the theory evaluated at the two dierent
minima reahed at z = ±∞. We note that the domain wall tension remains
unaltered even after having integrated out S. This is another test of the
extended VY [17℄, i.e. not only we an eliminate the troublesome vauum at
the origin of the moduli spae, but we an now have a domain wall solution
interpolating between the two vaua with the expeted tension. Finally, the
domain wall for S an be easily reonstruted via the equation of motion for
S as funtion of χ, as shown in gure 3.1.
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Figure 2: Potential of the theory with a simple Kähler for χ and the assoi-
ated expliit domain wall solution obtained by setting ρ = 1 in the N = 2
ase.
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Figure 3: Domain wall solution for S obtained using the equation of motion
linking S and χ.
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3.2 Non-BPS Domain Walls
In the underlying theory the domain wall tension between two vaua diering
by k reads
E = 8
3
N2 sin π
k
N
. (28)
Consider two ases: 1) k is xed and N beomes large. Here the tension
is O(N). 2) k sales with N and hene the tension is O(N2). For an even
number of olors we an nd immediately domain wall solutions between two
vaua lying on a straight line rossing the origin, i.e. k = N/2. These simple
generalizations of the N = 2 ase are found by wisely hoosing β, and have
tension of order N2. We reall that domain wall solutions whose tension is
of order N2 are naturally expeted to emerge as solitoni solutions of a low
energy eetive theory desription [8℄. However our solutions do not exhaust
all of the possible domain walls with tension of order N2.
The situation is more involved when two vaua are not aligned with the
origin. For the VY theory it has already been pointed out in [9℄ that one has
to be very areful in trying to nd solutions whih do not pass through the
origin when the eetive lagrangian has a struture with N distint setors
in the spae of elds. The superpotential happens to be singular along the
boundaries of a setor while the potential of the theory is obtained by gluing
together dierent potentials along the boundaries, and usps develop.
Here we fae a similar problem sine the extended VY theory also ontains
usps, but now in the variable χ. Aording to [9℄, by resolving the problem of
usps, one might hope to obtain the expeted O(N) tension between adjaent
vaua. The laim is supported by a number of toy models and the nal
solution might even require the introdution of N elds. We will disuss in
the last setion these kind of domain walls within the extended VY theory.
We now investigate domain wall solutions interpolating between two generi
vaua but still passing through the origin. This an be ahieved by simply
hoosing two dierent β's, one for eah line onneting one of the two vaua
to the origin. Sine there are two dierent β's, solutions will not preserve,
in general, N = 1/2 supersymmetry and these objets will not be BPS sat-
urated.
We start by onsidering two vaua diering by a phase of 2πk/N in the
gluino ondensate. For z ∈ ] −∞, 0], using the denition in eq. (21), we x
δ = 2kπ/N , while δ = 0 for z ∈ ]0,∞[. Aording to (22), (23), in the range
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z ∈ ]−∞, 0], we have the following dierential equations:
dη
dz
= ρ
2N
3
e
[
cos(β1 +
2kπ
N
)(log ηN +N)
]
, (29)
0 = ρ
2N
3
e
[
sin(β1 +
2kπ
N
)(log ηN +N)
]
. (30)
The seond equation demands β1 = −2kπ/N + nπ, while the ondition of a
dereasing modulus xes n to be even. In the region z ∈]0,∞[ we have δ = 0
and hene
dη
dz
= ρ
2N
3
e
[
cos β(log ηN +N)
]
, (31)
0 = ρ
2N
3
e
[
sin β(log ηN +N)
]
. (32)
The seond equation requires β = nπ and the rst that n is odd to ensure
that the modulus inreases with z. These dierential equations are idential
to the one solved for the N = 2 ase. To reonstrut the omplete solution
one simply glues the two solutions at the origin of the moduli spae. Due
to the fat that β is onstant in the two dierent regions the domain wall
tension is
2
(ℜe[eiβW∞]− ℜe[eiβW [0]] + ℜe[eiβ1W [0]]−ℜe[eiβ1W−∞]) = 8N2
3
. (33)
This must be onfronted with the sine formula (28) whih shows that, using
the underlying theory, the BPS and N = 1/2 assoiated solution has a lower
tension. The bound is saturated by the domain wall solution with N even
and k = N/2. These are exatly the solutions we found earlier.
Our onstrution annot be reprodued using the simple VY theory. This
is so sine in the VY theory there are no domain wall solutions onneting
two hirally asymmetri vaua and passing through the origin.
The present analysis has been performed in the simple ase in whih we
integrated out S. Sine we will show that it is possible to have a solution
when keeping S, the results are valid in general.
4 The Two Field Problem
We now onsider the two eld problem. The situation is involved sine the
elds not only interat at the superpotential level but also due to the Kähler.
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Here we will derive some general onstraints on the Kähler struture of the
eetive theory by requiring the domain wall solutions to exist and to be
BPS saturated.
We rst reall the BPS domain wall dierential equations for a generi
supersymmetri nonlinear sigma model with D elds, presented in the ap-
pendix (see (49)) and reported here for the reader's onveniene
dϕi
dz
= e−iβgi¯∂¯W , i = 1, . . . , D . (34)
We have only the two elds ϕ1 = ϕ and ϕ2 = ϕχ and the system of dierential
equations redues to
∂
∂z
(
ϕ
ϕχ
)
=
α
N2
(ϕ¯ϕ)
2
3
h hχχ¯ − hχh¯χ¯
[
hχχ¯ − ϕ¯
−1hχ
3
−ϕ−1h¯χ¯
3
h
9
(ϕ¯ϕ)−1
] (
∂S¯W
∂χ¯W
)
, (35)
with hχ = ∂χh, h¯χ¯ = ∂χ¯h and hχχ¯ = ∂χ∂χ¯h.
We also have
∂SW =
2N2
3
log(0)
(
S
−e χ
N
log(0) χ
N
)
,
∂χW
S
=
2N
3
log(0) χ
N +N
− χ
N
log(0) χ
N
. (36)
It is now possible to dedue a number of onstraints. First of all the invert-
ibility of the Kähler metri requires h not to be fatorizable, i.e. it annot be
of the form h(χ, χ¯) = F(χ)F(χ¯) with arbitrary F . This ondition is more
easily understood when looking at the denominator in (35) whih vanishes
identially when h is fatorizable. We also require h not to modify the va-
uum struture ditated by the superpotential of the theory. In this setion
we will analyze in detail the N = 2 ase and hene the solution must inter-
polate between the minimum at ϕ = 1 and ϕχ = 1/e and the one at ϕ = −1
and ϕχ = −1/e. It is the origin, in the eld spae, whih auses problems.
This is lear in the analysis [4, 5℄ reviewed earlier in the paper and when
analyzing the solution only in terms of χ. To avoid that the solution stops at
the origin of the eld spae one must use the eld χ to eliminate the singular
behavior of the Kähler at that point due to the eld S. A Kähler whih is
not fatorizable, removes the singular behavior at the origin of the moduli
spae and is onsistent with the analysis of the previous setions is
4
h(χ, χ¯) = (1 + γ e2 χχ¯)(e2
χχ¯
N2
logχN log χ¯N)−
1
3 . (37)
4
We have also explored other possibilities for the Kähler potential whih are reported
in the appendix.
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Before presenting the numerial solution it is instrutive to show how the
previously introdued Kähler resolves the problem at the origin of the moduli
spae. Consider the term
lim
ϕ,ϕχ→0
(ϕ¯ϕ)
2
3
h hχχ¯ − hχh¯χ¯ hχχ¯ ∝
1
9γ
, (38)
where in the last step we have taken the limit in whih ϕ and ϕχ approah
the origin simultaneously and negleted logarithmi orretions in the elds.
It is not surprising that this ratio is proportional to 1/γ sine γ is respon-
sible for the fat that the Kähler is not fatorizable. All the other matrix
elements exhibit analogous behavior near the origin. More interestingly the
dimensionless parameter γ is linked to the mass of the eld χ whih, after
having integrated out the eld S, reads
Mχ =
2
27
α
γ
. (39)
The mass of S after having integrated out χ is instead
MS =
2
3
α
(γ + 1)
. (40)
With this hoie for the Kähler (see Appendix B for another hoie) it turns
out that the origin beomes problemati when the glueball mass diverges
ompared to the mass of the gluinoball. The glueball eld must be present
to onstrut expliit domain wall solutions in pure SYM. This is onsistent
with the laim of several authors in the literature. We an also onsider
two regimes, one in whih the glueball mass is larger than the gluinoball
mass, roughly for γ < 1/8, and the other in whih the glueball is the lightest
state
5
. Although we have already argued in [20℄ that the glueball mass is
larger than the gluinoball mass, it is interesting to show the domain wall
solutions in both ases in gure 4 for the ase of two olors.
The omplete domain wall solution due to the interplay of the two elds
is more ompliate than in the illustrative ase onsidered in the previous
setion in whih we eliminated S via its equation of motion. For example we
see that the glueball eld reahes rst the asymptoti values when it is more
massive than the gluinoball, while this is not the ase when the gluinoball is
5
The analysis in [20℄ shows that the mixing between the states is small.
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Figure 4: Expliit domain wall solutions obtained setting α = 3. On the top
part of the panel we display the solutions for the elds while the assoiated
parametri urves are drawn below. We have onsidered the ase in whih
the glueball eld is heavier (for γ = 0.1) on the left side of the panel. The
ase in whih the glueball is lighter is presented on the right side of the panel
(for γ = 1).
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lighter. Our results reinfore the argument given in the literature [9℄ that the
domain wall solutions are very sensitive to the presene of heavy states. This
is so sine the integrating out proedure an strongly modify the potential
landsape in whih the domain wall solutions must be found. To better
visualize the problem related to integrating out χ in the extended VY theory
we restrit ourselves to the two olor theory while the results are general.
Due to the form of the extended VY superpotential, integrating out χ leads
to
χ = ±1
e
. (41)
Thus χ is xed in one of the two vaua, aording to the sign of the eld
S. So for S positive (negative), we have χ = +(−)1/e. This means that
after having integrated out χ the superpotential is just the VY theory. The
Kähler for S is then the VY one and hene the walls interpolating between
the desired vaua disappear. On the ontrary, when integrating out S, due
to the funtional relation between S and χ, one is still able to onstrut the
relevant wall solutions between the two orret vaua of the theory.
Our analysis ompletes the proof of the existene of the domain walls
within the extended VY theory while strengthening the widespread expeta-
tion of the presene of suh objets in SYM. Moreover, it onrms that the
VY theory must be extended to desribe a number of relevant properties of
SYM suh as the domain wall solutions.
5 On the Generi BPS Domain Walls
We have till now disussed BPS domain wall solutions whih interpolates
between two vaua onneted by a straight line passing through the origin of
the moduli spae. We have also investigated non BPS domain wall solutions
onneting two generi vaua. However we have not yet disussed the generi
BPS solutions onneting any two vaua not aligned with the origin. These
domain walls are also known to be problemati to obtain via the simple VY
theory [9℄. Indeed the VY superpotential has branh uts in between the
vauua leading to usps in the potential of the theory. Hene a domain wall
solution, in the present ase, will have to pass through these usps with
inevitable shortomings. This situation has been disussed in detail in [9℄.
The problem here is of dierent nature than the one for the domain walls
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passing through the origin of the moduli, that was essentially due to the
Kähler of the VY theory. However, it is natural to ask if also this problem
an be solved or alleviated within our framework. Although we have not yet
found a satisfatory solution we present our urrent understanding whih we
hope an help shedding some light on the problem.
We start by notiing that the extended VY theory has another interesting
property, i.e. the disontinuities in the S plane have been removed due to
the presene of the glueball eld χ. As we shall see below this is similar,
in spirit, to the ase of one avor super QCD [7, 5, 16℄ but with important
dierenes. The disontinuities reappear though in the χ plane. In priniple
this situation is more appealing sine one an imagine to nd domain walls
onneting any two vaua not aligned with the origin of the moduli without
rossing the logarithmi branh. In partiular one would like to nd solutions
interpolating between the vaua labelled by two distint integers, i.e. k and
k′. To analyze this situation one an onsider the ondition (see equation
(53) in appendix A)
ℑm [eiβW ] = onstant , (42)
where the superpotential is evaluated on the solution of the equations of
motion. For domain walls onneting two vaua whih are on a straight line
rossing the origin the previous onstraint is easily satised and it an be
redued to the problem investigated in the previous setions. Unfortunately
we have not yet found the generi BPS solutions onneting generi vaua not
aligned with the origin. One of the reasons why we think that suh solutions
may exist is that the superpotential is very similar to the Taylor, Veneziano
and Yankielowiz (TVY) superpotential for one massless avor super QCD
[25℄. This is even more transparent if one denes
Q = − χ
N
logχN . (43)
and rewrites the superpotential as:
W =
2
3
N2 S
[
log
S
Q
− 2
]
. (44)
This similarity, however, is only an apparent one. In fat there are many
dierenes: i) Our original superpotential saturates orretly the anomalies of
super Yang-Mills and not the ones of super QCD. ii) In the original variables
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the superpotential has well dened vaua while in massless super QCD the
vauum runs away.
From the generi domain wall solutions point of view one might still be
tempted to say that the problem has been redued to nding domain wall
solutions in the super QCD eetive theory a lá TVY. The domain wall
solutions were found for this theory in [5, 7, 16℄ for a nonzero matter eld
mass. Unfortunately we annot simply borrow these solutions. In our ase, in
the variable Q, we have zero mass. Besides we are using a dierent Kähler
6
than the one used in literature for super QCD. We will further investigate
these type of domain wall solutions elsewhere.
6 Conlusions
We investigated the vauum struture of SU(N) N = 1 super Yang-Mills.
The theory is expeted to possess N vaua with assoiated domain walls.
However, when using just the Veneziano-Yankielowiz eetive theory the
domain wall solutions among these vaua were not found. We showed that
the newly extended version of the low energy eetive Lagrangian supports
the expeted domain wall solutions. More speially we nd the domain
wall solutions assoiated with two vaua whih are aligned with the origin of
the moduli spae. For the two olor theory our analysis exhaust the number
of possible BPS domain wall solutions. For a generi theory with even N
we an onstrut N/2 BPS domain wall solutions. These are the ones for
whih the related vaua are on a straight line rossing the origin. It turns
out that the tension of these domain walls, at large N , is quadrati in N , in
agreement with general expetations for this kind of solitons.
We onstruted new non-BPS domain wall solutions, for a generi SU(N)
SYM theory assoiated with any two vaua. These have tension saling as N2
and in some ases they redue to the BPS ones desribed above. Finally we
have disussed the generi BPS domain walls related to two vaua not aligned
with the origin. We have also suggested an intriguing relation between the
domain walls desription of SYM via the extended VY theory and similar
domain walls for super QCD within the TVY eetive theory [25℄.
A number of relevant puzzles remain unsolved, suh as the BPS domain
6
We remind the reader that the Kähler used in the present work does not spoil any
of the anomalies of the underlying gauge theory and it allows for domain wall solutions in
between vaua aligned with the origin of the moduli.
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wall solutions assoiated with any vaua not aligned with the origin of the
moduli spae. However our analysis shows for the rst time how domain
walls emerge within the eetive theory supposed to desribe the low energy
dynamis of pure N = 1 SYM. Our results are also a further test of the
extended VY theory. Among possible interesting appliations one might
onsider the eets of matter elds.
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A BPS Domain Walls for a Generi Supersym-
metri Sigma Model
In the paper of Chibisov and Shifman [6℄ one an nd a very detailed and
exhaustive disussion of domain walls for supersymmetri theories. Here, to
make the paper self-ontained, we re-determine the domain wall solution for
a generi supersymmetri sigma model, ontemplating a general Kähler for
the theory. Consider a generi N = 1 supersymmetri sigma model dened
by the Lagrangian
L =
∫
d
4θ K[Φi,Φı¯] +
[∫
d
2θ W [Φi] + c.c.
]
= −gi¯∂µϕi∂µϕ¯¯ + F igi¯F ¯ + (F i∂iW + c.c.) + fermions ,
(45)
where as usual
gi¯ =
∂2K
∂ϕi∂ϕ¯¯
. (46)
Here the generi supereld reads in omponents Φi = ϕi +
√
2θψi + (θθ)F i
(i = 1, .., D and the bar means omplex onjugation).
Eliminating the auxiliary elds using their equations of motion, F i =
−gi¯∂¯W up to fermions, we obtain for the bosoni Lagrangian the following
expression
L = −gi¯∂µϕi∂µϕ¯¯ − V (ϕi, ϕ¯¯) , (47)
where V = ∂iWg
i¯∂¯W .
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The theory may support domain walls: these are lassial solutions of
the equations of motion with nite tension E = ∫ +∞
−∞
dz ε. The elds an be
hosen to depend only on one oordinate, say the oordinate z. The energy
density of the Lagrangian (45) in this ase is given by
ε = gi¯
dϕi
dz
dϕ¯¯
dz
+ ∂iWg
i¯∂¯W
= gi¯
[(
dϕi
dz
− e−iβgik¯∂k¯W
)(
dϕ¯¯
dz
− eiβg ¯ℓ∂ℓW
)]
+ 2
d
dz
ℜe[eiβW ] ,
(48)
where in the last step ℜe means the real part and we introdued an arbitrary
phase eiβ. Finiteness of E requires the boundary ondition ε(z = ±∞) = 0.
Sine the kineti and potential terms are both positive denite at spatial
innity, the previous ondition requires the elds ϕi to approah a onstant
value ϕi0 (the vaua of the theory) at innity suh that V (ϕ
i
0, ϕ¯
ı¯
0) = 0 and
dϕi
dz
(±∞) = 0.
For a given boundary ondition (say ϕi(+∞) = ϕi0, ϕi(−∞) = ϕi1), the
total energy is minimized if one nds a solution to the following rst order
dierential equation:
dϕi
dz
= e−iβgi¯∂¯W . (49)
One an show that this solution is BPS and the tension is simply:
E = 2{ℜe[eiβW (ϕi0)]− ℜe[eiβW (ϕi1)]} . (50)
Suh a solution an be also shown to preserve 1/2 of the original supersym-
metry. This an be seen onsidering the general supersymmetry variation
(for vanishing fermioni elds)
δǫψ
i =
√
2
[
i(σ3ǫ¯)
dϕi
dz
+ F iǫ
]
, (51)
while the other variations vanish identially. If we hoose a Weyl spinor ǫα
suh that ǫα = ie
−iβσ3αγ˙ ǫ¯
γ˙
, the variation of the fermioni elds is exatly zero
on the BPS solutions (49), as it an be easily shown by using the equation
of motion of F i. Another well known useful relations an be found by mul-
tiplying the linear dierential equation by ∂iW , after notiing that β is a
onstant one immediately derives:
d
[
eiβW
]
dz
= V . (52)
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Sine the potential of the theory V is real one dedues
ℑm [eiβW ] = constant , (53)
whih is valid when evaluated on the equations of motion. There may exist
also non-BPS domain wall solutions. These are lassial solutions of the
standard equation of motion
d
dz
[
gi¯
dϕ¯¯
dz
]
=
∂V
∂ϕi
. (54)
This equation admits the rst integral of motion (onserved harge)
Q = gi¯
dϕi
dz
dϕ¯¯
dz
− V = constant . (55)
Equations (54) an be interpreted as the motion of a point partile on-
strained on a D-dimensional Kähler manifold with metri gi¯ and subjet to
the potential −V . The onserved harge Q is the energy of suh a parti-
le. The boundary onditions for the domain wall solutions, namely that for
z →∞ both the kineti and the potential energy must vanish, imply Q = 0.
B A dierent Kähler
Another simple Kähler whih is not fatorizable and solves the singular be-
havior at the origin of the moduli spae is
h(χ, χ¯) = (1 + γ e2 χχ¯)(e2 χχ¯)−
1
3 . (56)
We onsider the term:
lim
ϕ,ϕχ→0
(ϕ¯ϕ)
2
3
h hχχ¯ − hχh¯χ¯ hχχ¯ =
1
9γ
(ϕ¯ϕ)
2
3
(e2ϕ¯χϕχ)
2
3
∝ 1
γ
, (57)
where in the last step we have taken the limit in whih ϕ and ϕχ approah the
origin simultaneously. This ratio is also proportional to 1/γ sine γ is again
responsible for the fat that our Kähler is not fatorizable. The dimensionless
parameter γ is linked to the mass of the elds χ and S in the following way
Mχ =
2α
3(1 + 4γ)
, MS =
2α
3(1 + γ)
. (58)
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Here the singular behavior in (57) happens when the glueball and the gluinoballs
have the same (nite) mass and hene it makes this Kähler somewhat less
physial than the one used in the main test. Atually, as it happens for the
Kähler in eq. (37), the singularity should more naturally our when the glue-
ball eld deouples. However we an still solve for the domain walls whih we
show in gure 5 for the ase N = 2. In this ase the two masses are roughly
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Figure 5: Domain wall solutions obtained setting α = 3 and γ = 0.1.
omparable, with the glueball mass slightly lighter than the gluinoball mass.
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